
The Light Review

presents

The 7-step Programme to GOOD LIGHTING



And why do we need such a thing?



We have a major problem in the construction industry.

Good quality lighting design is being lost 

in the mistaken belief that ‘value engineering’
can save money without losing quality.



Maybe – but not usually.

Let me explain . . .



There are seven stages in the journey from 

blank page to completed project.

They look like this . . . 



The client brief

The design response

The specification

The product supply

The design review

The install

The commissioning and hand-over.
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And here are the problems . . . 



The client brief

It all starts here . . . or its all lost here.

A poorly-focused brief leaves an open door to whatever

happens next. Its not always the client’s fault, but it 
certainly belongs to someone!

This is faultline number one.



The design response

A good lighting designer doesn’t only respond to a client 
brief. Briefs are there to be stress-tested – challenged –
and improved upon.

The progress from brief to professional response is an 

upwards shift in expertise

. . . or it should be. Faultline number 2.



The specification

The design outcome should be framed as a technical 

response to the client brief.

This is aesthetics and light performance written as 

hardware.

The first post-design rabbit-hole; faultline number 3.



The product supply

Projects cannot be realised without the active support

of the manufacturer and their distribution network.

This is the first time in the process where outside

agencies can exert an influence on the design.

And this is why the previous stages are so important. 

Lock the design criteria down and it’s more difficult
to circumvent the design specification.

Faultline number 4 . . . Big Time!



The design review

We can’t pretend that a design review isn’t an
inevitability. Project budgets will be exceeded and

cost reductions will be needed.

Crude value engineering outcomes come from a lack of 

control in the previous stages.

And its here, as we know, that project quality is lost.

Faultline number 5 is more of a yawning chasm,

as we know.



The install

Holding onto the equipment specification isn’t the
end of the story.

Modern lighting technology is sophisticated and needs

to be handled by an installation team who know what

they are doing.

It shouldn’t be a big ask. 

It is. And its faultline number 6.



The commissioning and hand-over.

And once everything is installed the project still needs

to be ‘proved’.

Commissioning will expose whatever shortcomings have 

gathered in the previous six stages.

So what gets handed over. Does it look like the

original brief – or something entirely different.

Faultline number 7 – and its game over.



The client brief

The design response

The specification

The product supply

The design review

The install

The commissioning and hand-over.



Seven simple stages – that’s all.



Seven simple stages – that’s all.

But each stage potentially kicks the project off-kilter.



It doesn’t have to be like this.



It doesn’t have to be like this.

Good housekeeping at each stage of the process

will ensure that each step on the journey to the

completed project will result in a positive hand-over.

It means professionals exercising Good Practice.

And that brings Good Lighting.



And now all we have to do is explain

how it needs to be happen.



Welcome to The Light Review

7-step Programme to

GOOD LIGHTING






